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OLD CLil\1BS AND NEW IN THE BERNESE 
OBERLAND 

BY ERNST REISS 

1ranslated by Hugh Merrick 

(Two illustrations: nos. 7 2- 7 3) 

'Let the tourist hordes come to stare; the real joy of mountaln adventure 
is to be found on great and lonely climbs.' 

SHOULD make it clear from the outset that these jottings take in 
a considerable number of alpine activities from the war years to 
the summer of 1966. They are intended to voice my own experi

ences and observations 'rather than to string together a tiresome 
chronicle; I have therefore avoided all reference to the dates and numbers 
of climbs undertaken. However, the British climber should be made 
aware of the great climbs being done in this region even today, and of 
those being repeated. Details continue to appear in the relevant publi
cations, such as H ochgebirgsfuhrer, Die Alpen and others. 

No careful student of the Bernese Oberland will be unaware that in the 
'thirties Willo Welzenbach and his parties took the lion's share of almost 
all the high North face climbs, from the Fiescherhorn to the Gspalten
horn, while Dr. Lauper with his guides was opening up a number of 
classic routes. However, it was left to Anderl Heckmair and his compani
ons to achieve the hardest of all the successes on North faces in the Cen
tral Alps, when they mastered the redoubtable North face of the Eiger. 
In the light of the time taken, the bad weather conditions and the state 
of equipment at the time, that was an incredible performance. All the 
same, the Lauper route up the North-east face of the Eiger (which has 
been climbed three times less often than the North face) and the ascent 
of the Finsteraarhorn by way of its East buttress must win recognition 
as tremendous and rarely repeated climbs in the classic mould. 

During the years vvhen the Swiss frontier was manned, the guide 
Hans Schlunegger, Edi Krahenbuhl and Hans Haidegger, as well as Otto 
Gerecht and his companions, were betw.een them doing the really big 
climbs. Examples are: the traverse in a single day of the Eiger, MOnch 
and J ungfrau; the third ascent of the Eiger' s North face; the direct 
ascent of the North face of the Lauterbrunnen Breithorn, and a number 
of outstanding rock climbs. Of the author's three first ascents of the 
northern faces of the Rosenhorn, l'llittelhorn and Wetterhorn, the North-
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east face of the W etterhorn was probably the biggest undertaking and 
has not, to his knowledge, been repeated. Even the approach from the 
Dossen hut to the foot of the goo m. wall is long and not altogether 
easy. The \Vest face of the W etterhorn above the Great Scheidegg, 
by contrast, has been more frequently visited, but the direct chimney 
climbs by the guide Pargatzi and other climbers are both difficult and 
exhausting. 

The great Welzenbach climbs have been repeated comparatively 
rarely; that outstandjng young climber, Erich Friedli, and the present 
writer are, I think, the only people to have climbed all those high faces 
in the Bernese Oberland. Of these I ooo m. walls, the one to have been 
climbed most often by well known climbers of varying nationality is 
definitely the North face of the Lauterbrunnen Brei thorn. Almost 
half these ascents entailed a bivouac, although in 1964, climbing with 
the guide Steiger, we did the climb in eight and a half hours. The climb 
starts from the Schmadri hut above Stechelberg, and it is a pity that the 
descent takes one down into the remote Lotschental; but the fatal 
accident to Hans Schlunegger and his party is a clear warning against a 
descent by the steep Schmadrijoch face. 

Owing to the great 'drying out' period of the last decades, all these 
faces from the Schreckhorn to the Bliimlisalp group have become more 
exposed to falling stones. In other words, it is advisable to climb them 
in the early summer. At that time of year, in good conditions, Erich 
Friedli made the direct ascent of the Gletscherhorn North face (J aun/ 
Etter /Reiss route) in the fantastically short space of eight hours. Tragic
ally, that incomparably gifted young climber lost his life in a snow-slab 

' 

avalanche during the first winter attempt to climb the same face in 
December, 1964. I should point out here that for three years not only 
the greatest climbs in the Oberland were achieved by my young friend 
and his parties, but also those in the Mont Blanc massif. Particularly 
noteworthy were the Walker Buttress and traverse of the J orasses; 
the t\vo steepest climbs on the Petit Dru; and the first complete traverse 
of all the Chamonix aiguilles, taking in the traverse of l\1ont Blanc. 
Next came the North Face of the Eiger and the traverse of the longest 
granite ridge in the Swiss Alps the Baltschieder-Stockhorn South ridge 
and the Bietschhorn's South-east ridge with a single bivouac ont he way. 
There were also several extreme climbs on snow and rock in winter 
conditions. 

Many years earlier, a second route in the Bernese Oberland, of the 
same stature as the 1700 m. Eiger North face, was climbed from bottom 
to top. This is the North-east face of the Gspaltenhorn, which, according 
to vVelzenbach's statement when · he had made the first ascent by the 
so-called Hirtli Rib, still remained an unsolved alpine problem. In the 
summer of 195 I this climb, which is greatly exposed to objective dan-
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THE 1300 M . NORTH FACE OF THE GLETSCHERHORN 

W elzen bach route 
- ·- ·- · Jaun-Etter-Reiss route 
• • • • •• Etter-Reiss route (Nordwandrippe) 
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gers, was done in thirty-two hours by a rope consisting of Schatz, 
Haltiner and the author. No further serious approach to this face was 
made for twelve years until, in the summer of 1963, two or three parties 
repeated the direct route. One of these consisted of the talented Erich 
Friedli and a companion; they even succeeded in descending the Hirtli 
Rib on the same day, and then still managed to get across to the Engel
horner area in the evening. 

During the last thirty years there have also been numerous very inter
esting climbs on old classic routes. I would instance the traverse of the 
Ebnefluh, Mittaghorn, Grosshorn and Breithorn by Dr. Zollinger and 
his party, and the ascent of the Grosshorn's North face rib, followed by 
the traverse of the Brei thorn (Schatz/Haltiner /Reist/Reiss). Just before 
the 'fifties, too, routes were opened up on both the West and the South 
faces of the Schreckhorn. It is curious also to recall that the very steep 
southern rock face of the Eiger only received its second visit, by those 
strong rock specialists Schelbert and Steiger, nearly thirty years after 
the original ascent by Moeller and Eidenschink.1 This may be simply 
a sign of the times, because there are no spectators on the Eiger's south 
side. Still more surprisingly, in an era when everyone has been com
plaining that there are no fresh worlds to conquer, the Iooo m. West 
face of the Rottalhorn {3969 m.) has never been climbed direct. 

Every now and then, fatal disasters occur on the ascent to the summit 
of the Jungfrau and on the notorious ice-bulge on the North face of the 
Monch; yet, in the Bliimlisalp group, the equally steep ice-slopes are 
climbed again and again without mishap. Finally, I should like to recom
mend the steep North face of the Studerhorn, which lies off the beaten 
track above the Finsteraarhorn glacier, and the direct ascent of the 
Jungfrau's Silberhorn; these are almost unknown, but demanding and 
rewarding, clixnbs. 

This report, I realise, is full of gaps and could well have been amplified, 
but its object is to incite a closer study of a variety of half-forgotten 
climbs. This indeed may be all the more essential, seeing that the younger 
generation tends to go, to a disproportionate extent, for climbs on rock. 

On the limestone of the Engelhorner and Wellhorner in the lovely 
Rosenlauital, on the South face of the Tallistock above the Susten P~ss 
road and on the South-east buttress of the Titlis, severe to super-severe 
routes have lately been opened up. Their number can certainly be 
augmented at will, anywhere from the reddish-brown granite slabs 
soaring above the Grimsel and in the Lauteraar area to the magnificent 
Salbitschyn. 

By and large, it is true that the Alps have surrendered their secrets; 
but lonely route-s and real mountaineering thrills are still there if one takes 
the trouble to find them. 

1 See illustration, A.J. 49· 268. 
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